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A safety system comprises four main components: People, procedures, docu-
mentation and devices. The people component is made up of the actual safety 
engineers, technicians, workers and any other personnel that would be on or 

involved with a site. Any personnel who are admitted to the site must have knowledge 
of the safety aspects and procedures in place. This is where site induction procedures 
come into play. Inductions must constantly be reviewed and changed, as necessary, 
to keep up with ever evolving sites. The procedures component of the system consists 
of details regarding what actions must be taken at various sections of the site. These 
relate to normal operating procedures (e.g. checking a conveyor belt or generator is 
clear before starting it up) as well as various emergency procedures (such as emer-
gency escape routes in the event of a substation fire). These procedures must be 
documented in an easy-to-understand manner, as well as being easy to find (and in the 
cases of emergency procedures, should be clearly visible at all times). Documentation 
is always critical for any system, and particularly so for a safety system. In the event 
of any incident, the responses required from various personnel on the site should be 
easily obtainable, and everyone should know their role. For this reason it is important 
that safety documentation is easily available and that site personnel, as well as third 
party companies and contractors, are aware of what is required of them at all times. 
The next component that makes up a safety system, and the component that this article 
will focus on, is the actual physical end devices of the system. These include devices 
such as PLCs, SCADA servers, fire detection hardware, CCTV systems etc. We will look 
at these in more detail in the rest of this article.

Components of a safety system 
End devices 

Now we will start looking in more detail at some of the physical devices one would 
find as part of a safety system, and how the communications system will cater for the 
entire safety system. General end devices such as RTUs, HMIs, PLCs etc will make up 
the bulk of the system. These end devices will be used for control and monitoring of 
the site through programmed logic functions, and as such require interlocking amongst 
each other, as well as communications to a central control room for applications such 
as SCADA.

Camera system

Next, one can start to look at safety ‘sub-systems’ within the overall system. One of 
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these that is becoming crucial on a safety system is a camera system. 
Previously camera systems were mostly used for security reasons 
and perimeter control. However with the move towards a central 
control room to run the site, one needs a means of getting visuals of 
an area, especially before remotely starting or stopping heavy and 
dangerous machinery.

Previously camera systems would generally be analogue based, 
however due to the physical size of modern sites and the distance re-
strictions on analogue camera cables, a more feasible camera system 
needs to be used. IP cameras are becoming more popular these days 
as the industries move towards Ethernet as the network of choice. IP 
cameras allow easy installation and less cabling requirements. All 
one needs is a connection point to the network, and once installed 
on the network it can be controlled and monitored remotely. This 
also provides the benefit that multiple users can view the cameras 
from different locations simultaneously, unlike an analogue system 
which can only be viewed from a single location where their cables 
have been terminated. 

Modern software is available allowing for bandwidth control of 
camera feeds, meaning that these feeds can be implemented straight 
into the existing control or production networks without creating traf-
fic bottlenecks and overwhelming the network. These software pack-
ages often allow for direct integration into SCADA systems, meaning 
that if an event occurs, visual footage of the area can automatically 
pop up to give visual reference.

Telephony system

Now that we have discussed the visual aspects of the safety system, 
we need to look at the audible communications system required, i.e. 
a telephony system. Using VoIP (Voice over IP) as opposed to the 
more traditional analogue telephony systems means once again less 
wiring is required, as well as increased ease of future expansion. As 
long as a VoIP telephone can get physical connection to the network 
it can be integrated into the VoIP system. This allows engineers and 
technicians at remote sites to easily communicate to one another as 
well as to the control room. A VoIP system will also not be affected 
by adverse weather as can a walkie-talkie or cell phone (as long as 
it is travelling on a wired system and not wireless). Having a strong, 
reliable telephony system across the site allows users to react more 
quickly to incidents, as well as facilitating rapid troubleshooting as 
personnel can communicate effectively.

Fire detection 

Another important component of the safety system is fire detection. 
Traditional fire detectors need to be wired directly to a fire alarm 
panel, meaning once again multiple cables run to a single point. IP 
based fire detectors are becoming available that can send a trigger 
notification to a central server over the IP network. This facilitates easy 
expansion of the system due to less cabling and distance limitations, 
as well as allowing coverage of a larger geographical area with fire 
detectors all reporting back to a single central control room (while 

at the same time allowing detectors to report to multiple different 
control rooms over the IP network if required). One of the problems 
with traditional fire detectors (roof mounted smoke detectors) is that 
it can take some time for enough smoke to collect near the ceiling to 
trigger the sensors. In this time the fire could have doubled or tripled 
in size. There are IP cameras available that use video analytics of an 
area to detect smoke and flames rather than a physical sensor. These 
can detect fire much quicker than a traditional fire detection system, 
which can save large amounts of productivity and assets, as well as 
provide increased safety and warning time to personnel in the area. 
These should be used as a back-up to an existing system, as video 
analytics are not 100 % accurate, however as a back-up system fire 
detection using video analytics can be a great time and money saver.

Access control

The next important component of a safety system is the access control 
and access logging taking place on the site. Using biometric access 
control and access logging one can prevent against unauthorised ac-
cess to controlled areas, as well as prevent (or at least log) possible 
malicious tampering by an authorised user. On a fully integrated 
system access logs can also be real-time, meaning that one can 
determine which personnel are in a given area. This can be crucial 
if there is an incident on the site to ensure all personnel have exited 
the area safely or if rescue teams need to be dispatched. This makes 
access control and logging essential from both a safety point of view, 
as well as from a security point of view. Once again, an access control 
and logging system can be integrated over the communications net-
work, to provide a single system monitored from a central location. 

So as we can see by looking at each of these components that 
may be found on a safety system, a communications network is es-
sential and can be looked at as the central nervous system of your 
safety system. We will now look at using Ethernet with TCP/IP as the 
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communications technology, and how this technology caters for the 
various requirements of a safety system.

Requirements of a safety system 
Reliability and uptime with low latency

Probably the most important requirement of the communications 
network for a safety system is the reliability and uptime of the network. 
As the safety system becomes such an important part of the site, one 
needs to ensure that the system is reliable and experiences as little 
downtime as possible, even in the event of cable/hardware failure or 
theft. A key point when selecting hardware for reliability and uptime is 
the ruggedness of the hardware itself. The environment that the hard-
ware will be running in must be taken into consideration. For instance, 
if the unit is going to be mounted on or near heavy machinery, it must 
be able to handle the vibration and G-forces involved. For hardware at 
the coast or in dusty/humid areas, conformal coating can be used. This 
is a process whereby the PCBs (Printed Circuit Boards) in the hardware 
are coated in a silicon layer so as to protect from contact with dust or 
moisture. It is also important to order hardware without moving parts 
in industrial areas, as dust and other airborne contaminants can clog 
up and break these parts. Selecting the right hardware is important 
in order to save money and ensure maximum uptime. There are vari-
ous standardised redundancy mechanisms available within Ethernet, 
and many manufacturers also have developed their own redundancy 
protocols. When selecting a redundancy protocol, it is recommended 
to choose one that is openly standardised, as this will not vendor 
lock you into using hardware from only one manufacturer. One of 
the most commonly used standard redundancy protocols is Rapid 
Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP). RSTP provides cable redundancy that 
will automatically recover the network in the event of cable failure by 
activating a previously redundant link. There are also two new IEC 
standards, namely HSR (High-availability Seamless Redundancy) and 
PRP (Parallel Redundancy Protocol) which provide completely bump-
less network recovery (i.e. no loss of data packets at all).

Another redundancy protocol that is recommended in certain 
applications is VRRP (Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol). This is a 
mechanism by which two physical routers can be 'combined' into a 
single, virtual router. If one of the physical routers fails the second 
can take over automatically without any reconfiguration required on 
end devices. In order to provide minimal latency for critical traffic, 
we make use of the Prioritisation mechanisms in Ethernet. There are 
different ways to prioritise data, but in the end they will all provide 
various traffic flows one of four priorities, normal, medium, high or 
critical. The networking hardware will then be set-up to prioritise the 
transmission of this data. This can be done in one of two ways. The 
first is using a queuing method called strict-or-starve. In this method 
all critical data is sent before less important data. This means that as 
long as there is critical data in the queue no other data will be for-

warded. Although this method does give the best priority to critical 
traffic, there can be times where due to constant incoming critical 
traffic, all other traffic is indefinitely delayed. A more commonly used 
queuing method is weighted fair queuing. In this method, a percent-
age of the queue is dedicated to critical priority traffic, a percentage 
to high priority traffic etc. In this method, although critical traffic is 
given the largest percentage, all traffic will get a fair chance to be sent.

High synchronicity

The next point that must be addressed is having synchronicity be-
tween devices on the network. Synchronicity is achieved by using 
one of the many built in functions of Ethernet. Two commonly used 
protocols for time synchronicity are NTP (Network Time Protocol) and 
SNTP (Simple NTP). These are supported by most if not all Ethernet 
devices, and work by simply requesting the current time from a time 
server (This can be a device on the LAN or in some cases an internet 
based time server). For more accurate time synchronisation one can 
use PTP (Precision Time Protocol), as well as converting the signal 
into IRIG-B (a point-to-point serial connection, not Ethernet based) 
using certain hardware. PTP is accurate to within micro-seconds, 
and due to the extra accuracy requires special hardware rather than 
simply firmware. However, once synchronised a PTP network can 
cater for most extremely time sensitive applications, such as seismic 
monitoring or GOOSE messaging.

Integration and protocol normalisation 

As we have discussed, Ethernet is an open standard transport method 
and thus already various Ethernet devices are compatible. However 
there are protocols that are vendor unique, which can lead to problems 
as devices cannot intercommunicate. There are solutions to this how-
ever. Software and hardware devices are available that can perform 
protocol translation or normalisation. These components will take 
various protocols and normalise them across the network, allowing all 
devices to talk to one another using a common protocol through the 
translator. For instance on a utility network all proprietary protocols 
could be normalised into IEC 61850 [1] traffic. As many legacy devices 
speak only serial, one can use serial device servers, hardware that will 
encapsulate serial data within an IP header and allow transmission of 
this data over the Ethernet network. This can be used to standardise 
on Ethernet, or even just as a way to extend serial runs.

Device and activity logging 

One of the key components of a safety system is the ability to keep 
logs of all devices and activities on the network. Once again Ethernet 
provides, in the form of mechanisms such as syslog transmission. 
This is a function by which a device can be automatically set to send 
all system logs through to a central server. This server should then 
be set to store these logs for a given time duration. Being able to 
review these logs at a later stage serves two main purposes. The first 
is troubleshooting in the event of an incident on the site. Being able 
to retrace what various devices were experiencing at the time of the 
incident will allow an engineer to more easily narrow down the prob-
lem to a specific device or device group. This can lead to great savings 
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in both time and money. The second use of these logs is to be able 
to trend network activities over time. This way a user can try identify 
problems (such as very high utilisation on a device) and address them 
before they escalate. With the time synchronisation methods already 
discussed, these logs can also be synchronised with each other to 
facilitate easier troubleshooting and analysis of the entire system.

System monitoring 

A safety system will monitor a site, including processes, personnel, 
assets etc. However we still need to properly monitor the safety sys-
tem itself. A failure of a component of the safety system could lead to 
more serious incidents not being addressed in a timely fashion. This 
can lead to asset damage, productivity losses due to downtime and 
even loss of human life. Using SNMP (Simple Network Management 
Protocol), another protocol standardised within Ethernet, NMS (Net-
work Management Stations) can interrogate Ethernet devices about 
various statistics, such as bandwidth transmission, traffic errors on 
the device, and even physical characteristics such as temperature of 
the CPU. Along with this, the devices themselves can be set to send 
SNMP Traps, which are simply notifications sent to the NMS about 
possible problems the device is experiencing. The NMS will then be 
set to bring up a notification alerting engineers to the event (which 
can take place on screen or via email/sms). This allows possible 
problems to be addressed before escalating into large problems that 
cause downtime and productivity losses, thus allowing engineers to 
be more pro-active rather than re-active.

User monitoring 

Finally one also needs to be able to monitor the users of the safety 
system (this refers to users who are actively involved with devices, 
such as technicians, operators and engineers). Software systems ex-
ist that can monitor what is taking place on various end devices and 
HMIs on the site, as well as the controller PCs in the control room. 
These software systems range from simply collecting logs about 
details such as login attempts and usage time, to packages that can 
record exactly what is happening on an operators screen, including 
mouse tracking and clicks. Again this type of system serves multiple 
purposes. The first is troubleshooting. By being able to find out exactly 
what action was taken on various devices on the network, one can 
narrow down where the problem occurred and address it. Another 
use is for training. Console recordings during specific incidents on 
the site can be stored and showed to trainees in order to display the 
correct (or incorrect) actions that were taken during the event. This 
can lead to operators being more prepared for any problems, as well 
as preventing the same problems from occurring again in the future.

Conclusion

As we can see, Ethernet is definitely a fit for mission critical safety 
system, as long as it is planned, installed, configured and maintained 
correctly. Ethernet can save time, money and productivity, as long 
as the users are aware of the available mechanisms provided by Eth-
ernet, and how these mechanisms can benefit the system. However 
all of the above is only as reliable as the security on your system. 
This includes both physical security (access control) as well as logical 
security, which is provided by firewalls and other security hardware 
and software. As Ethernet is becoming more and more complex 
with the addition of newer functions and protocols, planning and 
commissioning a network for a safety system does require a working 
knowledge of Ethernet and the functionality it provides.
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